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SPHERES and Astrobee 



































Synchronized Posi3on Hold Engage  
















Diameter 8.3 in (0.2 m) 




<1 oz (0.2 N) 
CO2 
Capacity 











Microgravity Free-Flyer Technologies 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ISS Free Flyer Science:  














































SPHERES ISS National Lab Facility 
•  Program Executive: Jason Crusan (HQ)  
•  Program Manager: Jose Benavides (ARC / TI) 
•  Chief Engineer: Jonthan Barlow (ARC / TI) 
•  Operations Lead: Aric Katterhagen (ARC / TI) 
131+	Test	Sessions	(Over	700	hrs)	&	45+		individual	ISS	Crew	Members		have	operated	SPHERES	
(many	mul+ple	+mes)	-	one	of	the	most	used	and	popular	ISS	Na+onal	Lab	Facili+es	






































































































How to U=lize the SPHERES 

















PD ST&E Process 
(How is this applicable to SPHERES & Astrobee?)
Tes=ng Resources Available  
• 		{PHOTOS	of	the	labs	at	ARC}	
• 			
	
Ques=ons? 
SPPHERES/Astrobee  
Social Media
hdp://www.nasa.gov/spheres	
hdps://twider.com/NASA_SPHERES	
hdps://cms.nasa.gov/astrobee	
	
